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Research	

s  Arindam	Phukan	

s  Sukanya	Lenhardt	

s  Vinay	Upadhyay	





Rules	
s  Long	visual	connect	consisting	of	5	slides	and	17	elements	

s  Each	slide	has	3	elements	barring	the	last	which	has	5.	

s  Marking	scheme	mentioned	in	the	slides.	

s  Each	person	can	answer	only	once.	

s  The	list	is	not	exhaustive.	

s  In	case	of	some	elements,	only	a	part	of	 it	goes	 into	the	
connect.	

s  Contestants	 can	 buzz	 over	 mike	 and	 answer	 in	 private	
chat	to	QM.	



Slide	1							+19/-17	



s  Next	slide	follows…	



Slide	2					+17/-13	



s  Next	slide	follows…	



Slide	3				+13/-11	



s  Next	slide	follows…	



Slide	4							+11/-7	



s  Next	slide	follows…	



Slide	5										+5	



s  Answer	follows…	



Types	of	Primes	
s  Balanced	Primes	

s  Bell	Primes	

s  Cullen	Primes	

s  Circular	Primes	

s  Cuban	Primes	

s  Cousin	Primes	

s  Home	Primes	

s  Happy	Primes	

s  Lucky	Primes	

s  Leyland	Primes	

s  Partition	Primes	

s  Palindrome	Primes	

s  Twin	Primes	

s  Good	Primes	

s  Eisenstein	Primes	

s  Ramanujan	Primes	

s  Euclid	Primes	



s  There	were	17	elements	with	3	in	the	first	four	slides	
and	5	in	the	last.	

s  There	were	5	slides.	

s  Marking	scheme	was	in	prime	numbers.	





Rules	

s  12	questions.	+10	for	a	correct	answer	as	well	as	on	
the	bounce.	

s  +10/-10	on	pounce.	

s  Infinite	bounce	to	be	followed.	

s  Questions	go	clockwise.	



1	

s  To	whom	are	these	verses	addressed?	Or	what	is	the	
blanked	out	word	here?		



s  Answer	follows…	



LILAVATI	

s  This	is	a	text	from	Bhaskaracharya’s	“Lilavati”	



	(cont.)	

s  Translation:	 Beautiful	 and	 dear	 ________,	 whose	
eyes	 are	 like	 a	 fawn’s!	 Tell	 me	 numbers	 resulting	
from	one	hundred	and	thirty-five,	taken	into	twelve,	
if	 thou	 be	 skilled	 in	 multiplication	 by	 whole	 or	 by	
parts,	whether	by	subdivision	of	 form	or	separation	
of	digits.	Tell	me,	auspicious	woman,	the	quotient	of	
the	product	divided	by	the	same	multiplier.	



2	

s  Robert	 Langlands	 won	 the	 2018	 Abel	 Prize	 for	
discovering	 far	 reaching	 connections	 between	
algebra,	number	theory	and	analysis.	Started	in	1967,	
the	 Langlands	 Programme	 allows	 researchers	 to	
translate	 between	 different	 fields	 of	 mathematics.	
That	 way,	 a	 problem	 that	 seems	 unsolvable	 in	 one	
field	 can	 become	 more	 approachable	 in	 the	 other.	
Because	 of	 this,	 to	 what	 discovery	 dating	 back	 to	
1799-	 during	 the	 Napoleonic	 campaign-	 was	 the	
programme	compared	with?	

	



s  Answer	follows…	



ROSETTA	STONE	

s  It	was	dubbed	the	Rosetta	stone	of	Mathematics	



3	

s  If	Edmund	Yates	had	so	decided,	 it	could	have	been	
Edgar	Cuthwellis	or	Edgar	U.C.	Westhill.	What	did	he	
decide	 on,	 from	 a	 list	 that	was	 provided	 to	 him	 by	
the	person	who	held	the	Christ	Church	Mathematical	
Lectureship	for	a	period	of	26	years,	starting	1855?		



s  Answer	follows…	



Lewis	Carroll	

s  The	4th	alternative	was	Louis	Carroll.	Edmund	Yates	
was	his	editor.	

s  His	 selected	 works	 include	 A	 Syllabus	 for	 Plane	
Algebraic	 Geometry,	 Euclid	 and	 his	 Modern	 Rivals	
and	Symbolic	Logic	among	others.		



4	

s  Video	removed.	Clip	from	“Spiderman-	No	way	
home.”	



4	

s  According	to	the	movie,	Spiderman	realises	that	the	
dimension	 is	 an	 ___________	 ______	 and	 thus	
predicts	 how	 to	 set	 his	 webs	 in	 order	 to	 trap	 Dr	
Strange,	 though	 people	 have	 pointed	 out	 that	 the	
math	 seems	 incorrect.	 What	 does	 Spiderman	 find	
out	the	dimension	to	be?		



s  Answer	follows…	



Archimedean/Arithmetic	
Spiral	



5	

s  Franklin	W.	 Dixon	 and	 Carolyn	 Keene	 are	 examples	
from	 the	 world	 of	 English	 books	 while	 their	
mathematical	 counterparts	 are	 John	Rainwater	 and	
Nicolas	 Bourbaki.	 What	 is	 common	 to	 all	 four	 of	
these?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Collective	pseudonyms	



6	

s  Diogenes	O’Rell	summarised	this	mathematician’s	life	thus:			
	“Professor	_____	________		

	Liked	binomials	and	ornaments	arty	

	He	triumphed	when	studying	asteroid	balls	

	But	lost	while	wrestling	__	___	_____.		

s  The	 second	 line	 refers	 to	 “a	 treatise	 upon	 the	 Binomial	
Theorem”,	which	he	wrote	at	the	age	of	21	years	while	the	
third	 line	 refers	 to	 his	much	 respected	work	 “Dynamics	 of	
an	 Asteroid”.	 Who	 is	 the	 person	 being	 talked	 about-	
sometimes	 compared	 to	 a	 famous	 figure	 from	 his	
neighbouring	country?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Professor	James	Moriarty	

s  Lost	his	life	wrestling	by	the	Falls	

s  Called	the	Napoleon	of	Crime	by	Sherlock	Holmes.	



7	

s  Give me one word that connects the three images. 

	



s  Answer	follows…	



Tesseract	

s  Dali‘s Crucifixion or Corpus Hypercubus depicting 
Christ on a polyhedron net of  a Tesseract 

s  The Cosmic Cube or Tesseract in the Marvel 
Universe 

s  Tesseract the alt. rock band 



8	

s  The	 device	 in	 the	 picture	 utilizes	 an	 integral	 transform	
introduced	by,	and	named	after	the	Austrian	mathematician	
on	the	right.	The	name,	though	unrelated,	may	remind	you	of	
a	radioactive	element.	What	transform?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Radon	transform	

s  After	Johann	Radon	



9	

s  D a n i e l Ke h l m a n n ‘ s n ove l 
Measuring the World is a beautiful 
fictional double biography of  two 
famous German contemporary 
scientists in the late18th and early 
19th century-  Alexander von 
Humboldt and X. X was a prolific 
m a t h e m a t i c i a n w h o m a d e 
significant contributions to many 
fields in mathematics and science. 
Can you guess who is X? 

	



s  Answer	follows…	



Carl	Friedrich	Gauss	



10	

s  It	appears	that	X	had	a	gambling	streak.	These	are	some	of	
the	 stakes	 he	 put	 forth	 on	 wagers	 he	 made	 at	 different	
points	 of	 time,	 and	 ended	 up	 losing	 all	 three.	Who	 is	 this	
person	who	occupied	a	very	prestigious	 chair	 for	30	years,	
apart	from	his	other	achievements?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Stephen	Hawking	

s  The	first	bet	was	with	Kip	Thorne	that	Cygnus	X1	was	
not	a	black	hole.	The	logo	is	that	of	Penthouse		

s  The	second	bet	was	conceded	to	John	Preskill	on	the	
ultimate	resolution	of	the	apparent	contradiction	
between	Hawking	radiation	resulting	in	loss	
of	information,	and	a	requirement	of	quantum	
mechanics	that	information	cannot	be	destroyed	

s  The	third	was	lost	to	Gordon	Kane	on	the	discovery	
of	the	Higgs-Boson	



11	

s  The	 lady	 in	 the	 picture	 is	 Grace	Hopper.	 She	
was	 a	 computer	 scientist	 and	 United	 States	
Navy	 rear	 admiral.	 The	 programming	
language	 COBOL	 is	 derived	 from	 the	 theory	
of	 machine-independent	 programming	
languages	 that	 she	 devised.	 Hence,	 she	 is	
nicknamed	Grandma	COBOL.		

s  What	did	 she	 and	her	 colleagues	discover	 at	
Harvard	 University	 in	 1947-	 something	 that	
has	 been	 preserved	 at	 the	 Smithsonian	
Institution’s	 National	 Museum-	 and	 has	
permeated	in	day	to	day	usage?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Computer	Bug	



12	

s  Whose	filmography,	as	per	the	IMDb	website?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Richard	Feynman	





RULES	

s  10	questions	on	the	buzzer	

s  +10/-10	for	each	question.	

s  Questions	without	any	picture/	audio-visual	element	
will	only	be	 read	out.	 For	 sake	of	 transparency,	 the	
question	will	be	displayed	afterwards.	



Questions	follow.	



1	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



1	

s  In	the	foreword	of	his	book	“A	Brief	History	of	Time”,	
Stephen	Hawking	mentions	that	to	keep	things	simple,	
the	book	doesn’t	contain	any	mathematical	equations,	
bar	one.	Which	mathematical	equation?	



E=mc2	



2	

s  Pic	follows.	

s  You	need	to	identify	the	person.	



2	



2	

s  Identify	 the	 person.	 For	 her	work	 in	 "the	 dynamics	
and	geometry	of	Riemann	surfaces	and	their	moduli	
spaces”	she	received	the	Fields	medal.	Till	date,	she	
is	the	only	woman	to	have	received	the	Fields	medal.	
She	hailed	from	Iran	and	died	of	breast	cancer	at	the	
age	of	40.	



Maryam	Mirzakhani	



3	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



3	

s  What	 is	 the	 upper	 age	 limit	 for	 a	 recipient	 to	 be	
eligible	for	the	SASTRA	Ramanujan	prize?		

s  The	 SASTRA	 Ramanujan	 Prize-	 founded	 by	
Shanmugha	 Arts,	 Science,	 Technology	 &	 Research	
Academy	 is	awarded	every	year	to	a	mathematician	
judged	 to	 have	 done	 outstanding	 work	 in	
Ramanujan’s	fields	of	interest.	



32	years	

s  The	age	at	which	Ramanujan	died	



4	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



4	

s  This	 gentleman	 is	 the	only	person	 to	have	won	 the	
Nobel	as	well	as	Abel	Prizes.	Who	am	I	talking	about?	
An	Academy	award	winning	movie	was	made	on	his	
life	in	2001.	Strictly	speaking,	the	proper	terminology	
for	 the	 Nobel	 Prize	 is	 Nobel	 Memorial	 Prize	 in	
Economic	Sciences.	



John	Forbes	Nash,	Jr	



5	

s  Visual	question	follows.	



5	



5	

s  Give	me	 the	 name	 of	 a	 city	 in	 the	 context	 of	what	
you	see.	The	name	was	officially	changed	 in	 1945	 in	
honour	of	Mikhail	Kalinin.	It	was	annexed	by	USSR	in	
1945	and	Germany	renounced	all	claim	to	it	in	1990.	



Koenigsberg	

s  Presently	known	as	Kaliningrad	

s  “The	 Bridges	 of	 Koenigsberg	 problem”	 was	
negatively	resolved	by	Euler	in	1736.	



6	

s  Visual	question	follows.	



6	



6	

s  Whose	PhD	thesis	is	this?	The	period	of	study	was	
1970-2007	with	the	gentleman	moving	away	from	his	
research	midway	to	“pursue	other	interests”.	



Brian	May	



7	

s  Visual	question	follows.	



7	



7	

s  The	 abbreviated	name	of	 the	 	 institute	 founded	by	
this	 gentleman	 may	 remind	 people	 of	 something	
infamous	from	a	nearby	country.	What	was	founded	
by	 him	 in	 Baranagar	 and	 formally	 registered	 on	 28	
April,	1932?	



Indian	Statistical	Institute	

s  He	is	P	C	Mahalanobis	



8	

s  Visual	question	follows	



8	



8	

s  What	was	his	official	designation	while	working	with	
the	Great	Trigonometric	Survey?	



Computer	

s  He	is	Radhanath	Sikdar	who	calculated	the	height	of	
Mt	Everest	for	the	first	time.	



9	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



9	

s  In	which	book	did	Sir	 Isaac	Newton	 first	publish	his	
three	 laws	 of	 motion	 as	 well	 as	 the	 law	 of	
gravitation?	



Principia	

s  Philosophiæ	Naturalis	Principia	Mathematica	/		

s  Mathematical	Principles	of	Natural	Philosophy	



10	

s  Dry	question	follows	



10	

s  Milton	 Sirotta,	 when	 he	 was	 nine	 years	 old,	
suggested	a	name	to	his	uncle	Edward	Kasner,	who	
popularized	the	same	 in	his	book-	Mathematics	and	
the	Imagination.	A	very	famous	company	was	named	
after	 the	 same,	 though	 the	 name	 was	 misspelled.	
What	term	are	we	talking	about?	



Googol	

s  Google	is	a	misspelling	of	the	originally	intended	
name.	





Rules	

s  12	questions.	+10	for	a	correct	answer	as	well	as	on	
the	bounce.	

s  +10/-10	on	pounce.	

s  Infinite	bounce	to	be	followed.	

s  Questions	go	counter-clockwise.	



1	

s  Newton’s	 law	 of	 Universal	 Gravitation	
couldn’t	explain	the	abnormalities	in	the	
motions	 of	 X	 and	 Y.	 While	 Einstein’s	
theory	of	relativity	explained	the	reason	
for	the	abnormalities	in	motion	of	X,	the	
pursuit	 for	 explanation	 regarding	 the	
motions	 of	 Y	 led	 to	 another	 discovery	
being	 made	 mathematically	 by	 this	
gentleman	 before	 it	 was	 confirmed	
visually.	What	 discovery	 is	 attributed	 to	
the	gentleman	 in	the	picture?	And	what	
are	X	and	Y?	(5+2.5+2.5)	



s  Answer	follows	



Discovery	of	Neptune	

s  X-	Mercury	

s  Y-	Uranus	

s  The	gentleman	in	the	picture	is	Urbain	Le	Verrier.	



2	
This	term	is	a	conjunction	of	two	words	with	the	first	word	
referring	to	a	small	or	unpretentious	restaurant.	It	relies	on	
non	absolute	numbers.	

s  The	first	non	absolute	number	is	number	of	people	a	table	
has	been	reserved	for.	

s  The	second	is	the	given	time	of	arrival.	

s  The	third	is	relation	between	items	on	the	bill,	cost,	
number	of	people	at	the	table	and	willingness	of	each	
member	to	pay.	

What	is	the	term,	something	that	you	may	have	encountered	
in	“a	trilogy	in	five	parts”?	



s  Answer	follows	



Bistromathics/	
Bistromathematics	

s  Featured	in	The	Hitchhikers	Guide	to	the	Galaxy	



3	

s  Video question (video removed). Clip from a short film 
from 1965 based on a famous book first published in 
1884. Identify the book/ film(same name) and the 
author. (5+5) 



s  Answer	follows	



Flatland/	Edwin	A	Abbott	



4	

s  In	 epidemiology,	 the	 XY	 number	 of	 an	 infection	 is	
the	expected	number	of	cases	directly	generated	by	
one	 case	 in	 a	 population	 where	 all	 individuals	 are	
susceptible	 to	 infection,	 assuming	 that	 no	 other	
individuals	 are	 infected	 or	 immunized	 (naturally	 or	
through	 vaccination).	 What	 is	 XY-	 something	 that	
you	may	have	come	across	 in	discourses	during	 the	
recent	pandemic?		



s  Answer	follows	



Basic	Reproduction	
Number	

s  Denoted	R0	



5	

s  Apart	from	his	mathematical	works	as	shown	above,	this	gentleman	was	
also	 a	 board	 game	 inventor,	 as	 evidenced	 by	 the	 picture	 in	 the	 next	
slide.	He	was	however	at	the	pinnacle	of	something	from	1894-1921	for	
which	he	is	most	famous.	Who	is	he?		



5	



s  Answer	follows	



Emmanuel	Lasker	

s  World	Chess	champion	from	1894-1921.		



6	

s  Video removed. Clip from the movie Agora. Actress 
Rachel Weisz portrays one of  the prolific minds of  the 
ancient times who met with a tragic end in this film. 
Name the personality she is portraying here.  



s  Answer	follows	



Hypatia	of	Alexandria	



7	

s  This commemorative stamp was issued in honour of  the 
350th birthday of  which famous mathematician who also 
gives his name to one of  the most prominent scientific 
research prize in Germany?  



s  Answer	follows	



Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz	



8	

s  Problem	1-	Refer	pic	

s  Problem	 2-	 “State	 Cayley’s	
formula	 and	 draw	 all	 the	
h o m e o m o r p h i c a l l y	
irreducible	 trees	with	 n=10”.	
Eight	of	the	ten	trees	solved	
correct ly	 before	 be ing	
interrupted.		

s  Where	would	you	have	come	
across	these	two	problems?	



s  Answer	follows	





9	

s  A	 tribute	 by	 a	 famous	
painter	 to	 a	 famous	 Fields	
m e d a l 	 w i n n e r	
mathematician,	 identify	 the	
painter	 as	 well	 as	 the	
painting	 (the	 name	 of	 the	
mathematician	 features	 in	
the	 name	 of	 the	 painting).	
(5+5)	



s  Answer	follows	



Dali;	Topological	abduction	of	Europe-	A	

tribute	to	Rene	Thom	

s  Dali	had	considered	the	railway	station	at	Perpignan	as	
the	 centre	 of	 universe.	 On	meeting	 Rene,	 Dali	 posed	
the	 question	 to	 which	 Rene	 concurred	 in	 a	 jovial	
manner.	 Impressed	by	this	Dali	dedicated	the	painting	
to	 Rene.	 An	 equation	 resembling	 Rene’s	 equation	 of	
the	 ‘swallow	 tail	 catastrophe’	 can	 be	 seen	 at	 the	
bottom	 left	 corner	 of	 the	 painting	 with	 the	 words	
‘queue	d’aronde’	which	means	the	swallow’s	tail.	



10	

s  A	 list	 of	 recipients	 of	 which	
award ,	 named	 af ter	 a	
p ioneer ing	 person?	 Go	
through	the	list	carefully	and	
you	may	arrive	at	a	clue.	



s  Answer	follows	



Ada	Lovelace	Award	



11	

s  The	 followers	 of	 this	 religion/cult	 believed	 that	 the	
numbers	 1,2,3	 and	 4	 were	 divine	 and	 sacred.They	
believed	 reality	 was	 constructed	 out	 of	 these	
numbers	and	they	were	deemed	the	building	blocks	
of	life.	It	was	forbidden	for	members	to	earn	money	
by	teaching	mathematics.	Which	religion/cult?	



s  Answer	follows	



Pythagoreanism	



12	

s  Audio	 removed.	 Title	 song	 from	 a	 1985	 album	 by	
Melissa	Manchester.	What	is	the	song	called?	



s  Answer	follows	



Mathematics	





Rules	

s  Sudden	Death	

s  All	questions	on	the	Buzzer	



1	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



1	

s  William	Jones-	an	18th	century	mathematician,	in	his	
treatise	 titled	 “A	 New	 Introduction	 to	 the	
Mathematics”,	 introduced	 this	 convention.	 What	
convention	is	this,	that	derives	from	the	first	letter	of	
the	Greek	word	meaning	circumference?		



s  Answer	follows…	



π	

s  derived	from	Greek	periphereia		



2	

s  Visual	question	follows.	



2	



2	

s  What	is	the	name	of	this	character	from	the	English	
version	of	the	book	Asterix	and	The	Mansion	of	the	
Gods?	



s  Answer	follows…	



Square	on	the	hypotenuse	



3	

s  Dry	Question	follows	



3	

s  In	 his	 capacity	 as	 a	 mathematics	 professor	 at	
Streeling	 University	 on	 the	 planet	 Trantor,	 this	
gentleman	developed	psychohistory-	 an	 algorithmic	
science	 that	 allows	 him	 to	 predict	 the	 future	 in	
probabilistic	 terms.	 Who	 is	 this	 gentleman	 who	
shares	his	last	name	phonetically	with	the	first	name	
of	a	Nobel	winning	fictional	physicist?		



s  Answer	follows…	



Hari	Seldon	



4	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



4	

s  The	Curious	Incident	of	the	Dog	in	the	Night-Time	is	a	
mystery	 novel	 revolving	 around	 a	 15	 year	 old	 boy	
described	as	“a	mathematician	with	some	behavioral	
difficulties.”	The	book	is	unique	in	how	the	chapters	
are	numbered-	something	that	may	take	you	back	to	
a	 question	 asked	 earlier.	 How	 are	 the	 chapters	
numbered	in	the	book?		



s  Answer	follows…	



Using	Prime	Numbers	



5	

s  Dry	question	follows.	



5	

s  Despite	 being	 a	 world	 famous	 pop	 star	 in	 the	
Seventies,	he	even	took	a	 job	as	a	maths	teacher	at	
one	 point.	 In	 his	 own	 words-	 “I’d	 just	 got	 married	
and	moved	 to	Connecticut,	and	 there	was	a	nearby	
preparatory	 school	 and	 so	 I	 taught	 math	 there.	 It	
was	 a	 weird	 stage	 of	 my	 life,	 to	 leave	 _____	 _	
_________	at	the	height	of	our	success	and	become	
a	math	 teacher.	 I	 would	 talk	 them	 through	 a	math	
problem	 and	 ask	 if	 anyone	 had	 any	 questions	 and	
they	would	say:	“What	were	the	Beatles	 like?”	Who	
are	we	talking	about?		



s  Answer	follows…	



Art	Garfunkel	



6	

s  Visual	question	follows.	



6	



6	

s  Who	is	this	gentleman?	



s  Answer	follows…	



C	R	Rao	


